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Author’s response to reviews:

The clinical paper has been accepted to your journal now so if this linked economic paper was excepted it would be really useful for them to be published in the same issue.

1. This has been modified to: The datasets generated and/or analysed during the current study are not publicly available due to them containing information that could compromise research participant privacy/consent but suitably anonymised sub-sections can be made available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

2. Participants provided written informed consent. This detail has been added to the 'Ethics and consent to participate' declaration.

3. The figure legend has been moved from the figure file to the manuscript. The tables have also been moved to the manuscript.

4. The authors contribution has been rewritten to:

Authors’ Contributions

AP, DS, SS, KG, DH, GT, KI, AD, RM, ZA and FG conceived the study. MH conducted all data analysis with oversight from AP. MH and AP drafted the original manuscript. All authors contributed to the critical review and revision of the manuscript. All authors read and approved the final manuscript.

5. Clean manuscript attached.